Hire an entire senior-level
marketing team for the price
of a marketing director.

Y

You don’t need a
traditional agency budget
to get big results.

A SALES AGENCY

Media buyer

Developer

Strategist

Designer

Videographer

Content specialist

Copywriter

Data analyst

CRM manager

Recruiter

Email specialist

Sales trainer

Building your own team of top talent comes
with a hefty price tag, and that isn’t always

Marketing director

affordable when you are an SMB technology
company. Peer works as an extension of
your team, much like having your own fully
staffed marketing department—but at a
savings of up to 80%.

How we compare:
Marketing
manager

Sales
director

Monthly salary

$6,000

$8,000

Insurance and
benefits (25%)

$1,500

$2,000

Monthly variable
compensation
Monthly cost
Brand
Market research
Content
Marketing and
advertising
Sales
Accounting

Marketing
agency
$12,999

$20,000+

$12,999

$20,000+

$3,000
$7,500

$13,000

About Peer.
We’re a multi-disciplinary, highly motivated team of salespeople,
marketers, advertisers, writers, and designers wholly focused on
helping small businesses grow their revenue.
A SALES AGENCY

Now, it’s important to understand we’re not your typical marketing

PeerSalesAgency.com
402.214.7196

agency. In fact, we believe we’re the first of our kind. We’re actually a
sales agency that uses marketing to help our clients close more deals.
To us, the sales process is magical and it’s the driving force behind
everything we do.
It starts with a simple but holistic approach. We get to know you,
your business, your customers, competitors, and even employees. This
approach infuses our solutions with a strategic purpose, which, in turn,
delivers you impactful and quantifiable results month after month.
In other words, we’ll give you everything you need to shatter the
expectations of your clients and the hearts of your competition.
So drop us a line. We want to be more than just your agency. We want
to be a partner, colleague, confidant, peer.
We’re ready. Are you?

200% growth in 6 months

Finally, an agency who
understands SaaS

“Changed everything for us! We called Peer to
help us refine our marketing strategy, but they

“The traditional agency model of brand first,

ended up playing a key role with marketing,

sales second doesn’t meet the needs of our

sales, ops, and overall financial reporting. It’s like

business. We chose Peer because it was

we added a hands-on board member. So glad we

very obvious they understand SaaS and how

pulled the trigger.”

‘buyers’ today think.”

Brian Huddleston, Head of Sales

Steve Dugger, Co-founder

